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UNIQUE PROPOSITION 
BIX offers a compelling opportunity to invest in and support SMEs that 
provide access to clean energy, cooking and/or water solutions for low-
income people (“High impact products”). The geographic focus is mainly 
Sub-Saharan Africa and other potential areas (such as India and SE Asia). 

 
BACKGROUND  

According to the World Health Organisation, around 3 billion 
people cook and heat their homes using open fires or 
traditional stoves burning biomass (wood, animal dung and 
crop waste) and coal.  
This results in the premature death of over 4 million people 
from illness attributable to household air pollution from 
cooking with solid fuels.  
In addition, at least 2 billon people around the world lack 
access to safely managed drinking water services (source: 
WHO/ UNICEF) and 1 billion people lack access to electricity 
(source: IEA).  

 
The reliance on inefficient energy, -cooking or -clean water products not 
only leads to health issues, but also to economic burdens and increased 
pressure on the global and local environment. Women and children are 
disproportionately affected by such reliance, as they are usually the 
ones spending many hours gathering fuel, wood or water.  
 
This is how the idea of enhancing the access to and affordability of high 
impact products and services – such as cookstoves, water purification 
systems or biogas digesters - that improve lives of people at the Base of 
the Pyramid led to the launch of BIX Capital B.V. (“BIX”). 
 
CURRENT STATUS 
BIX Capital B.V., a limited liability company established in the 
Netherlands, is owned by Cardano Development (100%). FOUNT is 
expected to become 49% shareholder in Q3 2018.  

 
BIX’s capital comprises USD15m of preferred shares and committed 
senior loans. First close was reached in May 2018. We are now actively 
approaching potential investors for senior loans and/or preferred shares 
for the second close (target total capital is USD25m), targeted for May 
2019. 

 
AN INNOVATIVE INVESTMENT STRATEGY 
 BIX loans are based on the value of future income of impact certificates 
(such as Carbon Credits) generated by these high impact products, 
which serve as security. All investees have pre-agreed offtake of such 
impact credits by reputable donors. This result-based finance with 
strong risk mitigation allows BIX to fund otherwise “un-bankable” SMEs.  

ABOUT 
BIX is an initiative of the Shell 
Foundation, Cardano Development 
and FOUNT. Its primary objective is 
to increase access to and 
affordability of high impact products 
including improved cooking solutions, 
water purification systems or biogas 
digesters to low-income people in 
Sub-Saharan Africa.  
 
KEY FACTS 

 

First close realised at USD15m 
(May 2018) 
 
Second close: target size 
USD25m 
 
Senior loan investors (USD10m): 
FMO, IFC, Dutch Family Office 
 
First loss capital (USD5m):  
Cardecho*  
 
First loss ratio: 33%  
 
Senior loan tenor: 6 years 
 
Interest: 4% + upside  
(variable rate possible) 
 
Investment range: USD1- 5m  
Average deal: USD0.5- 1.5m 
 
Expected return: targeted IRR of 
6-8%, net of fees 

 
CURRENT PORTFOLIO 
To date, 4 investments made:  
C-Quest Capital, The Paradigm 
Project, BioLite, SimGas 
 
Committed: USD3.4m 
 
*Cardecho is a 100% SPV owned by Cardano 
Development to receive funds from the ECHO 
portfolio up to USD5m. USD2m out of this amount 
has been guaranteed by the Shell Foundation, based 
on which the Calvert Foundation provided a USD2m 
loan. 
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GOVERNANCE 
Investment Committee 

Ruurd Brouwer (chair), TCX 
Frank Gosselink, Cardano  
Bob Assenberg, FOUNT 
 

Board  
Joost Zuidberg, Cardano 
Bob Assenberg, FOUNT 
Independent (tbd) 
 

CONTACT 
Jeroen Blüm 
 

jeroen@bixcapital.nl 
 

+31 6 270 747 59 
 

Bernadette Blom 
 

bernadette@bixcapital.nl 
 

+31 6 226 956 20 
 
www.bixcapital.nl  

KEY INVESTMENT CRITERIA 
Investees (or Portfolio Companies) must:  
- Be active in the value chain for high impact products (including 

cookstoves, biogas digesters, solar energy, water purification 
systems & related services); 

- Have a registered carbon impact monetization scheme in place; 
- Have an existing Emission Reduction Purchase Agreement in place 

with eligible buyer, or the alike. 
 
PORTFOLIO  
BIX actively seeks to form strategic partnerships with major actors in the 
value chains of “clean” products for BoP households. BIX strives to 
achieve a balanced portfolio of companies active across the sectors of 
clean air, -water and –energy.   

 
Based on the initial first loss capital, BIX to date has committed 
USD3.4m debt capital to 4 Portfolio Companies active in the production 
and/or distribution of cookstoves and biogas digesters. Additionally, BIX 
has developed a strong, high quality pipeline including several deals at 
different stages, of which some are ready for investment shortly.  
 
TEAM AND GOVERNANCE 
BIX is run by a multi-disciplinary and dedicated team with the backing of 
strong and relevant partners (Cardano Development and FOUNT) already 
embedded in the sector. Jointly, they form a unique combination of 
international fund and portfolio management experience combined with 
market knowledge and excellent networks. 

 
IMPACT 
BIX’s ambition is to grow the markets for clean air, clean water and clean 
energy products for individuals and households at the Base of the 
Pyramid (SDGs 6 and 7), as well as communities. By doing so, BIX 
contributes to sustainable development.  
 
In our efforts to grow the aforementioned markets, BIX strives to 
contribute to the following impacts, which are aligned with the UN’s 
Sustainable Development Goals:  
- Greenhouse gas emission reduction (SDG 13); 
- Money saved by households (SDG 1); 
- Time saved by women (SDG 5); 
- Reduced health burden for women and children/ ADALY (SDG 3). 
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